18 geographies by Mark Young

Teluk Ambun

A green man on a bicycle, with a huge body & tiny bungalow,
followed the peloton on the route along Trikora Beach. She
was peaceful & air-conditioned. Nobody had much money at
the time. Logical errors are the hardest kind of errors to find.

Kardinya

If the value of inputs furnished by the energy efficiency literacy pro-
gram is included in the calculations for costing an avatar, then Einstein’s
law of relativity might have to be amended.

When something like this happens, the operators & shareholders are equally dis-
pleased; but a small cohort of female police can easily keep the system running.
Little Tanaga Island

This Aleut kayak is a personal craft, built by the man who used it—with assistance from his wife, who sewed the skins.

It features a waxy tan leather upper with full quill ostrich skin around the frame, all in a unique vamp design for added appeal.

Anacostia

Can a semicolon be used to join incomplete postwar nuclear families with gender-asymmetric family roles in the Washington DC area?

Pulau Jamna

Bright white tentacles. The island is quite small. Most paint symbols on their shields, pawn anything they can. A second horse was hired. Red pigments on a white background. At night medusae were often upright.
Cheyenne

Even though widely regarded as obsequious but essentially inoffensive the noisettes of Wyoming beef sirloin were eventually beaten to death by a young British couple recently returned from back-packing in India.

Istanbul

Women’s made to measure flare pants, with an aroma of light oak & dark fruit, were built by Numarine in Gebze & intended to convert the U.S. Nuclear Naval Fleet away from endangered pecan turtles & across to red velvet cupcakes.
Parral

Pablo Neruda’s posthumous book, *How to get through menopause with your feet,* is now available at the Book Depository with free delivery worldwide. I’ve ordered a copy for my spouse.

Sacramento

The news reports are somewhat unclear; but either ten chipmakers or ten chipmunks are uniquely positioned to benefit from the explosive growth in Big Data analytics caused by the fact that most of the former Japanese picture brides were working at the time they initiated divorce proceedings.
Porte de la Chapelle

The placing of wagers on the outcomes of tasks performed by the Translating & Interpreting Service is only permitted in areas directly outside the Boulevard Périphérique.

Tyrnavos

Phallic ritual is a literary genre that blends aspects of natural rubber & cognitive therapy, & turns them into carnivorous autos, some comic, some tragic.

Mombasa

In the 1919 list of unclaimed cargo lying in the Kihndmi Godowns, both the parcel of boot polish & the damaged groundnuts claim to have wifi & laser technology.
Melrose Place

A leading Hollywood special effects company is trying to create exotic fresh flower corsages out of such every-day household items as grocery list refrigerator magnets.

Hafencity

The Hamburg Farmer's Market is now in a cocoon of scaffolding with much shorter blast times & a lower overall cost per hour. Boiler slag is an inexpensive media.

Serengeti

Any history of man-animal interaction catches the spotlight as an imagined threat. We speak of it only in images & parables, focusing on known conditions of life rather than the mental architecture.
South Donnelly Peak

In another tutorial video from her YouTube series, British suffragist Emmeline Pankhurst tells how the Black Rock Desert in Northwestern Nevada is a perennial dry lakebed. Adds that the only landmark for about 40 miles on a barren stretch of highway is a mailbox battered by time & desert gusts. Photosynthesis no longer can occur.

Los Angeles

The Shondaland legal drama is still looking for feedback on its web page as to whether they should recast Carrie Fisher at an average speed of 27.48 km/hr in order to become a hub of patriotic education.

Žilina

There never was a train to Bratislava. Or if there was, I was never at the station to see it leave.